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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number

19994 Some characters (such as for Hebrew and CJK) were not being 
exported correctly to RefWorks due to incorrect encoding. This has 
been fixed.

Front End - Send To (print, 
save, email)

00024095, 
00035087, 
00036176, 00039775

21765 This issue is relevant to RTA for III Millennium. RTA did not include 
the due date in the availability status display. This has been fixed.

RTA 

21878 In Primo versions 4.5 and 4.5.1, Italian stop words that were 
prefixed were not handled correctly and were combined instead of 
being split into two words based on the apostophe. For example, 
dell'impresa was indexed and searched as 'dellimpresa' instead of 
'dell" and 'impresa.'

If you re-indexed from scratch following installation 
of 4.5/4.5.1 and/or added new Italian records it is 
necessary to re-index from scratch following the 
installation of 4.5.2 to ensure that the Browse index 
is normalized correctly. Instructions can be found in 
the Performing System Cleanup - Re-indexing the 
Database section in the Primo System 
Administration Guide. 

Search

21882 Primo Version 4.5 introduced new features related to the 
normalization of characters (see release notes 19240 and Version 4 
Highlights for more information). These changes also affected the 
indexing of the browse indexes, while normalization during search 
time was not changed. As a result, records with diacritics values 
were not always found. This has been fixed and indexing and search 
are now synchronized and normalize as they did before 4.5.

If you re-indexed from scratch following the 
installation of 4.5/4.5.1 or added new records with 
diacritics, it is necessary to re-index from scratch 
following the installation of 4.5.2 to ensure that the 
Browse index is normalized correctly. Instructions 
can be found in the Performing System Cleanup - 
Re-indexing the Database section in the Primo 
System Administration Guide.

Browse Search 56729

21941 Environments that used OPAC via Primo experienced Front End 
slowness due to issues in the handling of memory and garbage 
collection settings. These settings have been fixed and memory 
handling has been optimized.

General - Performance 00057881, 
00057327, 
00056445, 
00056732, 
00057904, 
00058923, 
00058771, 
00059182, 00057535
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